
A HOTEL 
TAKEOVER 
THAT INSPIRES THE MIND & SOUL.

The Josie Hotel Meeting Buyout 
Information



When booking your corporate 
getaway, you could go just 
about anywhere.  Or, you could 
book somewhere that’s not like 
anywhere at all. 

Somewhere as inspiring as the 
conversations you’re hoping  
to ignite. Somewhere your  
co-workers, clients, delegates  
or guests can have exclusive  
free rein. Somewhere they’ll 
leave feeling inspired, filled with 
new ideas, fresh perspectives, 
and yes, coffee. The best coffee 
in the Kootenay Rockies, roasted 
just down the street. 

Somewhere, like The Josie. 

THERE’S MORE  
TO MEETINGS 
THAN LANYARDS 
AND COFFEE.



 THE PEAK  
 OF PRIVACY

Turn our boutique hotel  
into a bespoke experience. 

At The Josie, every inspired inch can be yours. 
Every guest room and suite; every meeting room, 
boardroom, ballroom and terrace; and every 
cocktail, cappuccino and canapé from The Velvet 
Restaurant and Lounge can belong to you and 
your guests, customized for your corporate event. 



TURN EVERY  
MEET AND GREET  
INTO A MEET AND 
NEVER FORGET.



 AMENITIES  
 FOR EVERY 
EVENT

All the modern conveniences  
you’d expect from a luxury hotel,  
plus a few you didn’t. 

From our 1,500 sq. ft. of meeting space, to the 
relaxing spa and fitness centre, to our on-site pool 
and hot tubs, and handcrafted cuisine by renowned 
chef, Mark-Andre Choquette; at The Josie, we’ve 
thought of everything to keep your guests inspired,  
in and out of meetings. Because every corporate 
event should have pool-side cocktails in the summer, 
and be just 43 steps from the chairlift in winter.



The Josie is located at RED Mountain, in 
Rossland, British Columbia. Surrounded by 
natural wonders, fresh alpine air and endless 
outdoor activities, it’s the ideal destination 
to get away from the regular nine-to-five, 
refocus, and inspire.  
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BE IN NATURE’S  
COMPANY.  



 ALL THE  
 EXTRAS

When we say you’ll have  
free rein at The Josie, we mean it. 

Meeting rooms can be set up to your preference; 
dining experiences can be customized, even 
the music playing throughout the hotel can be 
themed for your event. Plus, you can consider our 
staff yours, with dedicated experts who can help 
with everything from planning the flow of your 
event to transportation and special on- or off-site 
activities. From welcoming your guests through 
the front door, to keeping an eye on their skis at 
night, you’re in good hands at The Josie.   



BOOK A  
BUSINESS 
GETAWAY  
THAT’S ANYTHING  
BUT USUAL..



GET IN TOUCH.  
WE’RE ALWAYS 
HAPPY TO CHAT.

Let us help you organize a custom 
hotel buyout like no other. For 
questions, to request a quote, or 
better yet, to arrange a date and 
time to come check out The Josie for 
yourself, contact us today.

P: (250) 362-5155

4306 Red Mountain Rd.  
Rossland, BC V0G 1Y0

sales@thejosie.com 
www.thejosie.com
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